
Among the main human rights issues
in the Netherlands in 2006 - criticized by
several NGOs, the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe and the UNHCR
- were Dutch asylum policy (in particular
the procedures for the detention and ex-
pulsion of asylum seekers and their chil-
dren1) and the quality of fire safety meas-
ures in detention centres for illegal mi-
grants. Furthermore, the radicalism of a
small group of Muslims remained an im-
portant issue of concern.

In June the Dutch government resigned
due to a disagreement between the coali-
tion partners with regard to controversial
proceedings by the minister for immigration
and integration concerning the Dutch na-
tionality of the Somali-born Ayaan Hirsi Ali,
member of parliament. New parliamentary
elections were held on 22 November. 

Freedom of the media 

Investigatory Powers Act
In January, reporters Bart Mos and

Joost de Haas published articles based on
classified information leaked by a source
within the Dutch Intelligence Service
(AIVD). The information concerned,
among other things, corruption within the
Criminal Investigation Department. After
the articles were published, the AIVD inter-
cepted the journalists’ phone conversa-
tions and retrieved their call records. The
journalists lodged and won a case against
such monitoring methods. On appeal,
however, the Court of Appeal ruled on 31
August that the AIVD could in principle in-
tercept journalists’ conversations, but only
in restricted cases which are in the interest
of national security.2 Also the Review Com-
mittee on the Intelligence and Security
Services established that the investigation
by the AIVD had been legitimate.3

In November the District Court of The
Hague ordered the detention of the abo-
ve-mentioned journalists for refusing to
abide by a judicial order to reveal their
sources. The OSCE Representative on
Freedom of the Media Miklos Haraszti pro-
tested against this decision saying that
“The right to refuse to disclose journalistic
sources should be protected by law.”4 The
two men were released four days later.

Anti-terrorism measures

On 13 March fourteen suspects from
the so-called Hofstadgroup, a radical Isla-
mic network, stood trial. Five of them were
acquitted and nine were found guilty of
participating in the activities of a terrorist
organisation. These were the first convic-
tions partly based on the new anti-terror-
ism law, which came into effect in August
2004. The defendants lodged an appeal.5

On 1 December the District Court of
Amsterdam sentenced four members of
another radical Islamic group related to the
Hofstadgroup to imprisonment for plan-
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ning attacks on politicians and the head-
quarters of the AIVD, but decided that the
group could not be qualified as a terrorist
organisation. 

These convictions served as a test for
new anti-terrorism laws, which provided for
the use of special methods of investigation
in cases where there were indications of
terrorist acts. These methods for instance
facilitated easier access to wire-tapping and
made the detention of a terrorist suspect
easier. Political parties from the left re-
mained critical of this legislation expressing
the fear that it could potentially be used to
limit fundamental human rights.6

Conditions in detention facilities 

A discussion on emergency proce-
dures concerning the detention and treat-
ment of illegal immigrants in the Nether-
lands continued in 2006. It had been
prompted by the death of eleven de-
tainees at the detention centre near
Schiphol Airport in October 2005.7

In August 2006, the minister for immi-
gration and integration issued 39 resi-
dence permits for illegal migrants who had
been affected by the Schiphol fire.8 On 21
September the Dutch Safety Board estab-
lished that the fire would have resulted in
“less or no” casualties if the authorities had
followed emergency procedures more ef-
fectively; the fatal outcome of the fire was
the result of a failure by the Ministry of
Justice, the Service for Construction and
Maintenance of Government Buildings and
the municipality of Haarlemmermeer; the
aftercare of the surviving detainees was in-
sufficient and poorly organized; the
National Agency of Correctional Institutions
(DJI) was primarily responsible for the
tragic events; and that some survivors had
been expelled without having been exam-
ined on trauma-related health complaints.
Consequently, the minister for justice, the
minister of public housing, and the mayor
of Haarlemmermeer resigned. The board

concluded that structural deficiencies in
fire security measures comparable to
those in the detention centre at Schiphol
were also common in other penitentiary
institutions and advised the Ministry of
Justice to examine such measures and to
improve them if necessary. It also recom-
mended that the ministry critically evaluate
the contingency plans of the institutions,
giving special attention to the reception
and aftercare of detainees.9

In May the publication of a weekly ma-
gazine article on the deficient fire safety
and living conditions on a prison boat near
Rotterdam,10 housing mostly illegal aliens,
triggered an investigation by the Sanction
Application Inspectorate and the Council
for the Administration of Criminal Justice
and Youth Protection (RSJ), which howev-
er established that there were no structur-
al deficiencies on such boats. The inves-
tigation nevertheless recommended that
social and material conditions on these
boats be improved.11

On 11 December, a group of asylum
lawyers won their case against the Ministry
of Justice for interim relief to improve the
conditions on prison boats near Rotter-
dam, and for a second investigation into
fire safety on board these boats. They also
demanded that asylum seekers should not
be detained for a period longer than six
months.12

Asylum seekers

Detention and expulsion 
In a report published in November

2005, the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe (PACE) expressed its
concern about the treatment of asylum
seekers’ children in the Netherlands. It
claimed that the Dutch asylum policy vio-
lated European standards on human and
children’s rights and specifically voiced
concern about children waiting in deten-
tion centres to be expelled, or fearing sep-
aration from their parents.13 On 26 January
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the Dutch minister for immigration and in-
tegration stated that while it was necessary
to pay special attention to children and
family issues, “all parents were responsible
for their own children, and some parents
had chosen to instigate a prolonged ad-
mission process while being well aware of
the possibility of a negative outcome.”14

Furthermore, PACE addressed the vio-
lation of the non-refoulement principle,
which protects refugees from being re-
turned to places where their lives or free-
dom could be threatened. In April the min-
ister for immigration and integration was
heavily criticized for allowing Syrian officials
to interrogate failed asylum seekers from
Syria on Dutch territory in the absence of
officials from the Dutch Immigration and
Naturalization Service (IND) and thus plac-
ing the asylum seekers at risk should they
be returned. Their expulsion was initially
delayed for six months. In May the nation-
al ombudsman commenced an investiga-
tion into the IND’s methods to present
asylum seekers to representatives of their
country of origin.15

On 31 October, the minister for immi-
gration and integration announced that, for
the time being, no asylum seekers from
Libya, Eritrea, Somalia and Syria would be
expelled from the Netherlands.16

Another case where the principle of
non-refoulement was under threat was the
intended expulsion of Iranian homosexu-
als, who would possibly face the death pe-
nalty for their sexual orientation if returned
to Iran. Following criticism by parliament,
the minister for immigration and integra-
tion issued a residence permit to these
asylum seekers.17

An additional issue was the fate of asy-
lum seekers whose application had been
rejected before 1 April 2001. After the
elections of 22 November, the new parlia-
ment decided that no members of this
“group of 26,000”18 was to be expelled un-
til the new government is formed. The

minister for immigration and integration
first stated that she saw no possibilities to
comply with this resolution,19 but in the
end the government decided not to expel
asylum seekers from this group especially
in cases in which families with children
would be put at risk. This moratorium on
expulsion was valid until a new govern-
ment was formed.20

Dispute over residence permit
On 11 May the Somali-born Ayaan Hirsi

Ali, a member of parliament, revealed in an
interview on Dutch TV that she had lied
about her name in order to acquire Dutch
nationality. As a result, the minister for im-
migration and integration declared Hirsi Ali’s
citizenship to be invalid and required her to
hand in her passport. The minister refused
to make use of legislation that foresees the
possibility of granting a person Dutch na-
tionality on the grounds of special circum-
stances and interests.21 Parliament objected
to the minister’s decision and forced her to
carry out further investigations.22 On 28
June the minister established that Hirsi Ali
could maintain her Dutch nationality but
should sign a confession as to her guilt - a
decision that led to the withdrawal of sup-
port for the government by one of the coali-
tion partners (D66) and thus forced the
government to resign.23

The whole incident was prompted by
the planned expulsion of Taēda Plasic, an
18-year-old secondary school student from
Kosovo, without allowing her to conclude
her education in the Netherlands because
of having made “false use of the proce-
dures concerning her residence permit.” 

Intolerance, xenophobia and hate
speech

Muslim radicalization and Islamic 
activism

In March the National Coordinator for
Counter-terrorism (NCTb) reported that
Muslim communities in the Netherlands
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had gained a degree of resistance to Isla-
mic radicalization. Muslims engaged more
visibly in public debate and publicly distan-
ced themselves from violent Islamic move-
ments.24 Nonetheless, Muslim radicalization
remained an important issue of concern. 25

According to a study published in Oc-
tober by the Institute for Migration and
Ethnic Studies (IMES) of the University of
Amsterdam, 2% of Muslims in Amsterdam
were sensitive to radicalization. The re-
searchers recommend that measures be
taken to restore confidence in politics and
society, to enhance religious defensibility
and to improve contacts with radicalized
young Muslims.26

In April 2006 the Scientific Council for
Government Policy (WRR) published a re-
port with the aim of “formulating a policy
perspective that will contribute to reducing
the tensions with and within the Muslim
world on issues of Islamic activism.”27 It
concluded that a climate of confrontation
and stereotypical thinking did not create
stable conditions for security, democratiza-
tion and human rights and noted that
democratic values and respect for human
rights could be found in Islamic activism it-
self.28 Various political parties, including
those in government, distanced themsel-
ves from the report and Geert Wilders, a
right-wing leader, rejected the report by
noting that “Islam is incompatible with
democracy.”29

Discrimination against Muslims
In June the National Bureau Against

Racial Discrimination (LBR) presented a
report on racial discrimination in 2005.
According to it, about 50% of the people

of Turkish and Moroccan origin said that
they had been subjected to racial discrim-
ination at least once during that year.30

In November the Dutch Equal Treat-
ment Commission (CGB) decided that the
suspension of a female Muslim teacher
who had refused to shake hands with men
had been unnecessary. The CGB called for
more religious freedom in a multicultural
society.31 The minister for immigration and
integration and her party strongly disag-
reed and proposed to abolish the CGB.
Other political parties also expressed con-
cern over this CGB decision.32

Hate speech
As of the end of 2006, the minister for

immigration and integration was looking
into possibilities to expel Imam Sjeik
Fawad Jineid from the Netherlands after
he had allegedly directed a curse towards
Hirsi Ali and Theo van Gogh, a few weeks
before Van Gogh was murdered.33

The Advice Committee on Alien Affairs
(ACVZ), an independent advisory body,
advised the minister for immigration and
integration that the expulsion of imams
would be in violation of freedom of reli-
gion.34

On 2 November the District Court of
The Hague decided in another case that
Imam Eisha Berham had been wrongfully
deprived of his residence permit. The court
rejected the opinion of the AIVD and the
minister for immigration and integration
that the imam posed a threat to national
security, noting that it could not be un-
equivocally proved that the imam’s opin-
ions expressed in his preaching could be a
breeding ground for terrorist acts.35
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